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Press release 
 
 Thomas Kiesewetter: Fugit Amor 
6 September – 5 October, 2013, Opening: Friday, 6 September 6-10 pm 
 
Tying in with DC Open, Sies + Höke is pleased to present new sculptures by Berlin-based 
artist Thomas Kiesewetter, on view in the ground floor gallery space (Poststrasse 2). 
Alongside a group of colored steel sculptures for the interior, there will also be a large-
scale outdoor sculpture in painted stainless steel. 
 
Kiesewetterʼs monochrome metal sculptures consist of curved and sharp-edged, arched 
and almost two-dimensional abstract shapes whose starting point is always a maquette 
made of cardboard and paper. The flat, easy-to-fold source material is clearly traceable in 
the finished sculptures: crimped connection points, fanned seams and long bow taut 
tracks suggest lightness and spontaneity that are in contradiction to the barely malleable 
metal. It is only the chipped pieces of paint, since the material was colour coated before 
processing, that reveal the forces used to bend the metal.  
"Programmatically Kiesewetter exposes sculptural processes and makes them the 
subject of his sculpture, which itself is aligned on multiple facets: When walking around 
the sculpture, cavities and volumes open up, reduce and shut down, racks and sheets 
project into space as lines and plains, time and movement turn into the formʼs central 
motifs, and into formative moments over the course of viewing." (Gerog Imdahl, 2010) 
 
Kiesewetter's sculptures have repeatedly been associated with the formal language of 
modernist abstraction and its descendants, from Vladimir Tatlin to Alexander Calder and 
Anthony Caro, though Kiesewetter himself does not explicitly acknowledge such 
references. In view of his current body of work, he is rather engaged with the question of 
the human bodyʼs presence in sculpture, drawing on traditional figurative-sculptural 
tropes: the kiss, the embrace, the standing figure, the crouching woman. Lehmbruck, 
Barlach or Rodin, whose sculpture "Fugit Amor" lends the title to this exhibition, here are 
sources of inspiration, which Kiesewetter discusses against the backdrop of his own 
abstract language. In doing so, he is not concerned with specific references, but rather 
with certain timeless sculptural themes from which he can generate new forms, which in 
turn react with the body of the viewer. 
 
Thomas Kiesewetter was born in 1963 in Kassel, and lives in Berlin. His recent solo 
exhibitions include: Neue Skulpturen, Contemporary Fine Arts, Berlin (2013); Würfel. 
Skulpturen im Schlosspark, Städtische Galerie Wolfsburg (2012/13), Midnight Sky, 
Almine Rech Gallery, Brussels (2012); Broken Butterflies (Gasträume 2011), Tessiner 
Platz, Zurich (2011), Thomas Kiesewetter, Grieder Contemporary, Küsnacht near Zurich  
(2011), Thomas Kiesewetter, Sies + Höke, Dusseldorf (2010). Among his group 
exhibitions are: Köln Skulptur # 6, Skulpturenpark Köln (2011-13), A Moving Plan B for 
Chapter 1, The Drawing Room, London (2010); Skulpturengarten Villa Schöningen, 
Potsdam (2010); Zeigen. Eine Audiotour durch Berlin, Temporäre Kunsthalle, Berlin 
(2009). 
 
For further information please contact Hanne Tonger-Erk: hanne@sieshoeke.com  
  


